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Agenda
Part 1 
– Understanding what is security culture
– Benefits of an effective security culture
– Implementation and Project Plan
– United States Best Practice 
Part 2 
Interactive workshop 



What is security culture? 
• Largely unconscious 

“Just the way things are done around here”  
• No “one size fits all” 



What is security culture? 

“The set of values, beliefs
and assumptions, shared by 
everyone that determine how 
people are expected to think 
about and approach security”  
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Why assess security culture? 



Why is security culture important? 

• Cross context – physical, cyber, personnel – “holistic”



The Insider Threat 
• Daallo Airlines, 

February 2016



UK Aviation Industry 



The External Threat 



Security Culture - Essential components
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Communication
& awareness of 

The Threat 

Attaining a strong security culture that is fit for purpose rests 
on a good understanding of what risks the organisation 
faces

• Risks must be properly understood at all levels of the 
organisation (e.g. Airport Seniors)

• Staff undertake regular awareness training to develop 
awareness of risks

• Understanding risks helps to educate people as to why 
security is important to them and their organisation



Personal
ownership/ 

Senior 
Sponsorship

• All staff should take ownership and responsibility 
for their role in security.

• Appropriate senior leaders and managers should 
visibly endorse security initiatives.



In order to act as part of the security function, staff 
must understand clearly what their roles and 
responsibilities are in relation to security

• Clear guidelines and policies that are 
embedded in training

• Consistent application of security 
responsibilities that are properly enforced.

Clear roles 
in security



Incentives/
Enforcement 

To promote the desired security culture there need to 
be clear enforcement and incentive mechanisms for 
security behaviours

• Deliberate or malicious security breaches must be 
dealt with consistently

• Careful consideration of how accidental security 
breaches are handled – a clear and consistent 
policy



Guidelines 
& Procedures

In order for security processes to become embedded 
into culture there must be clearly defined procedures 
that are well researched (e.g. consultation with staff), 
and applied organisation wide.

• Apply policies consistently, organisational wide

• Make the policies accessible and available

• Consider channels for how policies might be changed 
in response to feedback



Reporting mechanisms are a key part of a strong 
security culture – reporting helps to understand what is 
going on in security. A strong culture also supports peers 
challenging one another when security processes are 
broken/ignored.

• Design reporting mechanisms that are easy to use, 
and reinforce reporting behaviour (e.g. feedback, 
visible acknowledgement of the value of reporting)

• Cultivate an atmosphere where it is acceptable to 
challenge people on their security (easier said than 
done!)

Reporting and 
challenging



Security processes should be designed with normal 
business processes in mind so that they help rather than 
hinder

• Security is sometimes seen as obstructive; design 
systems so that they work more effectively with other 
business needs (e.g. delivery pressure, work 
demands 

• Shape the environment to enable staff to enact 
security behaviours (e.g. enough storage lockers for 
personal possessions)

Supportive 
Processes



UK’s Insider Threat Mitigation Framework 



Products 



Products 

www.caa.co.uk
CAP1223 & CAP1224 



www.cpni.gov.uk

Products - Embedding Behaviour Change  

http://www.cpni.gov.uk/
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Security communications  

Employee ‘Journey’: multiple opportunities to deliver key security messages 



Developing the plan……..
Understanding your requirements

Defining the aims and objectives of the security culture improvement plan 
(strategy planning workshop)

Creating the security culture mission statement and strategy (to include 
identifying the key messages to present to employees)

Developing an implementation plan (workshop to map out a timeline of activity)

Evaluating the impact (identifying key performance indicators and taking measures 
pre and post the implementation activity)



Security Culture  - Airport Example 



Airport Security 
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Airport Values

Clear objectives – measured & tracked



Community Education



Community Engagement 

Any Clever Exciting Suggestions “ACES”

Voice of the Employee Survey

“Heads Up”
Walkabout…….



Employee Recognition 



United States Case Study……
Mr David Mickalonis, TSA 


